Change is in the air for the biomedical engineering department. Starting this fall, BE freshmen will be greeted with a new curriculum, one which focuses on design. Mechanical engineering professor Dr. William Brackin, the Program Director for Engineering Design, stated this curriculum will help students “obtain a mastery in the design process.” The Rose Thorn talked with Dr. Brackin and Dr. Kay C. Doe, the interim head of the biology and BE department, to learn how a department changes a curriculum, what the 2017-18 BE freshmen can expect, and how engineering design could possibly shape future departments.

“Every year we have a meeting with our advisory board,” Dr. Brackin explained. “This task force comprised of alumni, medical doctors, and graduate students. They give us feedback, and that motivates us to change our curriculum.” The current BE faculty of that department spends a great deal of time discussing how to change the curriculum to meet industry needs as well as providing students with a meaningful educational experience. For this particular change, though, the motivation came from a different source.

Dr. Brackin explained, “The idea for engineering design came from Dr. Doe (from the President).” Dr. James Connolly sought an “exciting, flexible” program for the BE students. The committee constructed a new curriculum that would integrate design process. Because the current BE curriculum only provides design opportunity for the senior year and once in the senior year, students are not as familiar with the design process. By applying it continuously, a student has a better chance of being a savvier asset to medical facilities and companies alike.

Specifically for incoming freshmen, the 2017-18 year features real-life problems to solve. The BE students will be creating solutions for Reach Services here in Terre Haute. One of the current needs is toys for disabled students. Reach Services has a lending library, which lends the toys out to parents, teachers, and therapists. However, the majorit...
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Killer wolves have been seen to live up to their name, as killers. While the number of man casualties is relatively low, marine biologists are taking note of some unusual behavior from the whales around Monterey, California. A team of scientists believe that the killer whales find themselves victims of killer wolves on occasion, but now the marine biologists are finding killer whales to be somewhat of a killing spree, at an accelerated rate. One may find a killer whale to take several calves, itself a relatively rare occurrence, from the mother, and more time to devour them. Yet, the particular group of killer whales have been completing their kill in about 20 minutes.

The exact reason for this abnormality is not known. However, it is known the group is teaching the younglings to hunt. In different areas, different methods of hunting are taught and learned. Hunting gray whale calves is particularly dangerous due to the possibility of the mother gray whale slaming the predators. However, such danger appears not to pose much of a threat to this particular gang of killer whales.

Yellow Fever Vaccine: Virus Swelling

Summer break is approaching fast. For those traveling internationally, it is advisable to schedule the yellow fever vaccine soon, before the supply runs out.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recently recommended that the vaccine be due to updates in manufacturing and complications. The CDC has supported the use of the vaccine due to upgrading the manufacturing facility, as well as the fact that the vaccine would be available to last until 2018, which is expected. The CDC has given an emergency approval of a vaccine named Stama-Lyn, which has similar safety profiles and effectiveness as TF-VAX. This emergency approval was not seen since 2013 with the meningococcal vaccine.

South Korea, Japan Condemn North Korean Ballistic Test

Things have gotten a little heated between North and South Korea. The government of South Korea has repeatedly emphasized that the people of Minnesota and the infectious disease researchers have been disappointed. A key launch last Saturday, North Korea's status as a threat is usually mucked with substantial evidence. The North Korean Navy Commander Dave Bechtel reported, the missile just blew up still in North Korea's territorial waters.

According to President Trump, the launch was against the wishes of China. The South Korean government and Japanese government have also condemned North Korea's missile test. Both claim the actions are provocative. The nations involved in the action violated the resolutions set by the United Nations Security Council, as well as creating a threat to security and peace.

The foreign ministry of South Korea stated: "It demonstrates once again the regime's adoption of provocative, lighthearted and reckless to categorically disapprove of the launch and to achieve denuclearization of North Korea." Red Wolf Critically Endangered

The phrase “lone wolf” may hold more weight than previously thought. However, it has nothing to do with a mysterious, cool wolf going alone. This time, it has all to do with the dwindling population of one particular breed of wolf. The red wolf, once the top of the food chain in several states, has only recently been seen. The population estimate ranges from 300 to 1,000, but is believed to be much lower due to disease, habitat loss, and poaching. The red wolf is one of the most endangered species in the United States, and its population has declined by 90% since the 1980s.

Now, there are new concerns for the red wolf’s survival. A recent study found that the red wolf population is facing a serious threat from habitat loss and fragmentation. The study also found that the red wolf’s diet is becoming less diverse, which is affecting their health. The red wolf is an important species in the southeastern United States, and its conservation is critical to maintaining biodiversity in the region.

Rose Marches for Science

People gathered across the country for the March for Science. Pictured above are marchers.
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Journalism Isn’t Always Black and White.

Write about what matters. Write for the News Section.

Dara Nafiu
Staff Writer

The overcast sky and brisk weather were a stark contrast to the energy pulsating through the crowd below. Crowded on one of the massive walls in a coat too thick for the elements, I could see the estimated 1,000 scientists and science enthusiasts sprawled out across the plaza. As the protestors listened in relative silence, the Diana State House formed a backdrop for several influential speakers that collectively encapsulated the March's cause. Whether highlighting startling global extinction rates or environmental issues, they all seemed to agree on one thing: the dismissal of science in public policy was no longer acceptable.

"Why are we still protesting this?" one sign, hobbing back and forth amidst a sea of carefully-crafted cardboard, stood out in its simple but powerful block-letter glow. Underlying the crowd's justifying enthusiasm was a tinge of exasperation, and few overlooked the March's distinct political edge.

While the vast majority of the activists geared their messages toward climate change awareness (or the lack thereof), several signs raised President Trump's character. One middle-aged man attracted attention as the only protestor holding a full-sized flag—Trump on a bright backdrop, with the "r" replaced by the Communist sickle symbol. When asked his reasons for marching, the man stated that he wanted to "make sure people are aware that we think Trump might be in bed with Russia." Rose-Hulman's own Dr. Carlotta Berry offered a more mediated statement later on during her speech, pushing for unity amid such political polarization. When commenting on the "other side," whom Hillary Clinton "infamously" labelled as "deplorables," she urged that "If we see them as humans we cannot hate them." This sentiment is the main theme of the March: our future is more important than our current politics.

"The largest cohesive movement for research-driven public policy in the world, the March for Science is more than a collection of ideas. The first day of Trump's presidency has undone what many saw as great scientific and social developments. And so, beyond the witty signs and fist-pumping chants, this march was a show of solidarity. It was a reminder that there are still hundreds of thousands of people out there that see the value in science. In a time where people deny facts that threaten the walled borders of their comfort zones, the March for Science was a refreshing breath of practicality and reason.

While few doubt the pertinence of the March and the necessary discussions it provoked, some argue that its motives were fundamentally misguided. In a recent article for The National Review, Krista Kafer suggested that the overall message "suffers from glaring flaws in logic." Kafer and several other conservative skeptics feel that laws should be informed not by blind science, but by people and their opinions. Which side of the political divide future legislation will fall is, as always, yet to be determined.

"I could see the estimated 10,000 scientists and science enthusiasts sprawled out across the plaza."
The Good: Burt's Buzz

Thaddeus Hughes
Opinions Editor

You’ve most definitely seen Burt’s Bees products on the shelves everywhere. Meet the man who started it: “Burt” Shavitz. While you may expect this to be a story of the brand’s empire, it’s more of an exploration of Burt’s life, and the brand built on top of him.

Surprisingly, there’s very little “bee” about this film, but a great deal of humanity. For the first half, we explore a few days in Burt’s daily life, and how he’s struggling to build a life of simple, essential living. Burt is essentially nothing, having learned the art of beekeeping from monks after moving out of New York. This film visits many small details, unrelated to his story, but this is a clearer portrait of Burt and drive home the point that this is a man with very little desire for fame and fortune.

There’s something unnerving about this, though. Despite claiming that “a good day is when smoke shows up and you don’t have to go anywhere,” we see Burt shuffling about, greeting executives and making publicity stunts as far as Taiwan. Only later do we learn how a laid-back attitude, living off the land and just doing more than breaking even turned into working 12-hour days in an office. We find that even though Burt has relatively no desire for outlandish pleasures, in making a successful business focused around small and cheap products, he landed himself in such a dangerous environment.

While the film is a biography, it’s much less a praise of Burt, and much more a praise of a simple life, free of excess. Burt is the main feature, but we also visit his business partner from similar simplistic roots, but with completely different goals. People who Burt now works with see him as incapable of understanding modern technology and civilization, but he really understands- and as a result has no interest in it, which demonstrates a great divide between simplicity and modernity.

The Bad: Bee Movie

Thaddeus Hughes
Opinions Editor

“According to all known laws of aviation, there is no way a bee should be able to fly. Its wings are too small to get its fat little body off the ground.” With this thought-provoking opening, the Bee Movie sets itself apart from its contemporaries as an academic experience. The film is full of excellent opportunities for the viewers to expand their worldviews. It forgets bravely ahead, exploring hot topics such as interspecies relationships, ethics of the food industry, and the identity crises of recent graduates. All of this, wrapped in a kid-friendly movie with stunning visuals, making the movie perfect for the anxious parent trying to broach tricky subjects with their children.

Now, as a college student, one may ask: Why does this movie matter to me? The movie gives so much to the collegiate viewer. If you’re at a loss as to new sexuality, bee-utility, a new perspective on consuming honey, and, of course, your ticket to a completely bonkers world of memes. Having context behind some of the most iconic memes of the age, such as the Bee Movie in seven seconds, or the eclectic collection of gifts, is critical in today’s meme-based economy. Critics were not able to see this peek, causing unjust ratings that sent the movie tanking.

Plan Bee is arguably one of the weirdest rip-offs ever produced.

Jerry Seinfeld is clearly not impressed with his rating.

Photo courtesy of ForgetTheProtocol.com

Plan Bee is a royal waste of your time, Plan Bee

Evelyn Maquelin
Copy Editor

Let’s not kid ourselves. This movie is ugly in every way, shape, and form. From the canned synth jazz to the complete lack of visuals, this movie will haunt your dreams and leave you wondering why you bothered watching it in the first place. However, there are some lessons to be learned, nestled in the extreme simplicity and care-free attitude Plan Bee presents.

Grossly reminiscent of the cult classic, Birdemic: Shock and Terror, Plan Bee brings up some convincing truths about humanity’s impact on the environment. The repeated mantra of “Drill and clean!” is a direct attack on the oil industry, hidden behind the meta-pride of polyn collection and honey production. To accelerate this metaphor and casting off the shackles of Hollywood, the arrival of a new dictator queen bee and her black-economics lays out a real world scenario that changes the atmosphere of the hive. Ring the bee, enamored by the flirtatious barasons, must be courageous and stand up for what he believes in. Through his valiant actions, he hopes to take down the new regime and remove a responsible, albeit more inefficient honey production system.

The Ugly: Plan Bee

Thaddeus Hughes
Opinions Editor

Though the attack on the oil industry and other consumption heavy enterprises is entirely valid, the execution is lacking in every regard. I don’t want to minimize anyone’s efforts, as it is clear someone worked very hard on this movie, but I’m left wanting more…everything. At only 42 minutes, Plan Bee and it’s shockingly low 1.8 star rating on IMDb feel like a first draft of a proof of concept that got drawn out way too long. The voice actors, though energetic, lack polish, as do many of the lighting and visual effects. Finally, the storyline is a recycled amalgamation of every feel-good movie ever, likely keeping with their shared environmental responsibility.

A royal waste of your time, Plan Bee should really be your plan z for your next movie night, well behind notoriously terrible movies such as The Room, The Last Airbender, and the occasionally charming Sharknado.

P.S. Plan Bee is a Russian attempt to launch a line of bee products from renewable resources.

Photo courtesy of Burt’s Buzz Documentary

Entertainment 4
On April 14th, Kendrick Lamar released his fourth studio album, produced by his label TDE (Top Dawg Entertainment). After the unparalleled success, his previous album “To Pimp a Butterfly”, winner of the Grammy award for best rap album, the release for his next project was surrounded by extremely high expectations. This did not faze the artist as not only did he produce, he exceeded expectations and gave his fans another satisfying piece of music for the ages.

In true Kendrick Lamar fashion, his music is engineered like an ever progressing piece of cutting edge technology. Using techniques not seen in other artist’s music, creating a symphony every time he releases a project. Kendrick has given the listeners of his music insight into some of the darkest places his life as he did on “Good Kid, M.A.A.D City” as well as giving people an empowering experience talking about the trials of a black American living in this our society as we did on “To Pimp a Butterfly”. The impressive part about this is that he can tell a story and really create an empathetic connection with millions of people. All while he releases albums that completely change his style, starting from scratch and letting the sound of the album decide the tone he decides to use in his music.

In reference to “DAMN.”, this album took a completely different change in reference to his previous music. In my opinion, this album had a very angry tone, revealing the side of Kendrick Lamar that does not care about what people think about him. Tracks such as HUMBLE and DNA. really portray the raw angry tone straying away from the funky afro-centric vibe that was so successful on “To Pimp a Butterfly”. I would compare this album to Kanye West’s Ye as they both portray an unfettered depiction of their respective artists. That being said this album did have another more mellow side with tracks such as ELEMENT and LOYALTY. with more of a proud tone rather than the pissed off side to Kendrick.

In conclusion, after listening to this album I definitely recommend it to anyone looking for a refreshing taste of the Rap music that has been slowly losing substance and becoming more formulaic in recent years. If there is one thing I can say about Kendrick Lamar is that he truly is a one of a kind rapper reinventing himself constantly while staying true to his roots. This album is just another shade of this legend that offers a commentary on his views and opinions on the society we all reside in. Having said all of this I must confess that I do not think that it is Kendrick’s Best album as “To Pimp a Butterfly” holds that place although that is not a shot at the quality of this album in any way, they are both masterpieces that will definitely go down in the history books of Rap and Hip-Hop greatness.

---

**Crystal Meth Candy**

*Disclaimer: There are no drugs in this recipe*

---

### Ingredients

- 1 cups water
- 4 cups granulated sugar
- 1/3 cup confectioners sugar

### Instructions

1. Line a 15-in. x 10-in. x 1-in. pan with foil; butter the foil and set aside. In a large heavy saucepan, combine water and sugar. Bring to a boil over medium heat, stirring occasionally. Cover and cook for 3 minutes to dissolve sugar crystals.
2. Uncover; cook on medium heat, without stirring, until a candy thermometer reads 300°F (hard-crack stage), about 25 minutes. Remove from the heat. Immediately pour onto prepared pan. Cool completely, about 45 minutes.
Lauren Wiesman
News Editor

When the 2017 film 'The Promise' was re-released to over 6600 theater ratings on IMDb, half of the current ratings—that caught the attention of the film's producers. The film had not been seen by more than a thousand people. Turkish massaging board had flooded the site,器件The film line has less about a particularly controversial aspect of the Ottoman empire's collapse: the Armenian genocide. World leaders dance around the word, and Turkish government officials refuse to acknowledge its existence. In that sense, we live in a far more intolerant world than ever before to call it exactly what it is a genocide.

To provide a little context, before World War I, over two million Armenians lived in the Ottoman Empire. After the War, fewer than 200,000 remained. The genocide "officially" began April 24, 1915, when Armenian intellectuals were rounded up, arrested, and executed. For the next seven years, Armenians were systematically massacred by their government. The nation of Armenia, and 26 nations around the world—calling this a genocide—refuse to call it a genocide. This is a shameful way to handle the atrocities committed, and needs to be rectified.

I myself am not Armenian by descent, but the Armenian genocide is as much Christian persecution as something I heard growing up. As a result, I feel strongly about this issue. I often find myself defending my way my government has handled and continues to handle the issue. After recent statements from Presi- dents Wilson, Reagan, Clinton, both Bushes, Obama, and Trump, one could see a drinking glass being broken in midfell, or "massacre." Sometimes they would change it up, and call it an "annihilation," or "an atrocity," but I admit I am not a fan of her work, her brand, or her in general. However, I felt like a lot of respect for her stance on this, with so many countries recognizing the Armenian genocide, it's time to recognize it, and allow it to become a recognized term.

With Trump in the White House, the Republican party is more divided and proving itself incapable of governing. The Republican party is more divided and proving itself incapable of governing.

Marc Schmit
Editor-in-Chief

Donald Trump is proving many critics true as he passes the 100-day mark in his presidency. The criticism that rings most loudly is Senator Rand Paul's assertion that Trump, more than anything, is a "con man," who has little appetite for the presidency. Nonetheless, this is closer than ever to Trump's "Contract with the American Voter".

Trump laid out a plan with executive and legislative goals to be accomplished within his first 100 days in office. Trump went a step further than most presidents before him and released a contract promising 22 goals to be completed. After only 28 days, only 7 of those 28 have been completed. What is more striking is his failure to gar- ner a single legislative accomplishment, even though the Republican party controls both houses of Congress and the White House.

The goals that Trump has made progress on are of little significance. An executive order de- cided that where any executive agency comes to uncom- pensation by the elimination of two existing regulat- ing agencies has been highly signed and has incurred significant safeguarding their budgets to the extent of the government. The remaining builders have only after those who work in the executive, and do not affect Congress, which is arguably the most important threat to society. The Travis-Picayune Partnership (TPP) was dead on arrival or much who won the elections. And though the Keystone XL and Dakota Access pipelines were controversial, they have little im- pact on the overall energy production of the United States.

The main accomplishment of the Trump admin- istration during the first 100 days was the approval of Neil Gorsuch's nomination to the U.S. Supreme Court. However, this was easy to accomplish by the Trump administration's close relationship with a Repub- lican-held Senate.

Trump's failure to achieve any of his legisla- tive agenda in the first 100 days has led him to run for president in 2016. His half-hearted endorsement of a trem- endously unpopular bill sent him almost histori- cally-low approval ratings.

Of the nine legislative goals he promised to complete, none aside tax reform have been moved. His campaign to repeal and re- place Obamacare has stalled Republicans in Congress from making any progress on their

Opinions

Even Kim Kardashian is more vocal about calling it a genocide than the U.S. government.

Marc Schmit
Editor-in-Chief

An Armenian woman, tortured and maimed by knife wounds

Photo via genocide-museum.am
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Marc Schmit
Editor-in-Chief
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Editor-in-Chief

With Trump in the White House, the Republican party is more divided and proving itself incapable of governing.
Every team looks forward to bringing in new players for the future of their programs. At the conclusion of these years NFL draft, only five teams were given a ‘A’ rating by professional analysts; the Arizona Cardinals, Cincinnati Bengals, Green Bay Packers, San Francisco 49ers and the Cleveland Browns. The Browns are now officially reeled for a ton of things but the 2011 NFL draft is one thing they are being congratulated for. They ended up with three first round picks which included Myles Garrett, Jabrill Peppers and David Njoku. In the second round they took DeShone Kizer. If Kizer can perform like this then their draft class will be one that turned the Cleveland Browns franchise around.

The Cardinals landed a future star in Haason Reddick who will add speed and versatility to their defense. They picked up Budda Baker who will help replace the loss of Tony Jefferson. Third round pick, Chad Williams, was a steal with where he was drafted which added some speed at the receiver position. Green Bay seems to always do well in the draft. The team traded out of the first round but had a couple major pick ups in the second round with Kevin King at cornerback, a key position, and Josh Jones at safety. Their third round pick, Montavious Adams, a defensive tackle is a huge pick up for the men up front.

The 49ers new general manager, John Lynch, crushed it in his first year draft. It began with him trading down one spot to acquire a load of picks. The 49ers picked up Solomon Thomas with the third overall pick, which will be a future star for the team. Then they traded up to pick up Rees- en outer for the 31st overall pick which is a steal. Overall, they were very well positioned for having a first-year general manager.

All of these picks look great on paper but it is completely different once those players step on the field. Which players will step up and exceed expectations while other players fail to live to their potential? We’ll find out over the next few years.

The Men’s and Women’s teams had an awesome weekend as the Men’s team won conference and the Women’s team stands at third with a couple of events to come. Their were a few events postponed due to weather which will be held on Tuesday.

The Men’s team scored 231.5 points while second place was Anderson at 111.5 points. The Women’s team scored 127 points and hopes to move up the ranks after Wednesday.

After Wednesday’s events, the Engineer’s will extend their streak to 17 consecutive HCAC track and field championships dating back to 2008. These 17 championships include 10 straight outdoor titles and all seven indoor championships since the event was founded in 2011.

The Men’s team scored 231.5 points while second place was Anderson at 111.5 points. The Women’s team scored 127 points and hopes to move up the ranks after Wednesday. After Wednesday’s events, the Engineers will extend their streak to 17 consecutive HCAC track and field championships dating back to 2008. These 17 championships include 10 straight outdoor titles and all seven indoor championships since the event was founded in 2011.
If you’re the person I’m lowkey roasting this week, please don’t kill me. I have Ben and Jerry’s in my room if you need to be appeased. Thanks. Please send an email with questions, concerns, or content to the Thorn Flipside Editor <thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu>, or send it to the editor-in-chief (he’s still lonely) at <thorn@rose-hulman.edu>. Disclaimer: The Flipside is purely for fun! Any uncredited work above can be attributed to me, Emma Oswood.

National 7 Day Forecast

01 National Loyalty Day
Test my loyalty by emailing your darkest secret to thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu.

02 National Truffle Day
National Life Insurance Day

03 National Textiles Day
National Garden Meditation Day

Bird Day - birds celebrate this holiday, which is for birds.

04 National Astronaut Day
World Password Day - Take the time to change all your passwords, write the new ones down on a piece of paper, and promptly lose the paper. It’s tradition.

National Cartoonists Day

05 National Beverage Day - Free water available in Speed Lake.

Join Hands Day
National Bombshells’ Day

06 National Barrier Awareness Day - Walls are a real hot topic right now.
National Packag ing Design Day

07 National Provider Appreciation Day
National Space Day

National Scrapbook Day - Applicable only to the grandma of Scharpenburg.

National Astronaut Day
National Cartoonists Day
National Totally Chipotle Day
National Homebrew Day

National Two Different Colored Shoes Day
National Lemonade Day - Made better by Beyoncé.

WACKY PROF QUOTES

“This house has to be completely tsunami proof. It’s got concrete walls, concrete windows…”
-Dr. Robinson

“I am pretty sure that windows cannot be concrete and still be considered windows ...
“You’re in an RPG, and the roles are fighter, mage, and compiler.”
-Dr. Chang

“Due Wednesday of Finals week… Thursday of Finals week… Friday of Finals week, my final offer… unless you’re a graduating senior, then it’s 10th week. Except you. It’s 9th week for you.”
-Dr. Wollowski

Did your prof say something hilarious or just great out of context? We want to hear about it! Send your quotes with who said it to thorn-flipside@rose-hulman.edu.

Top 10 Most Haunted Places on Campus

1. The Cages in Moench Basement
2. The Corner in Back of Rotz lab
3. Percopo 4
4. The 2nd Floor Library at 2:01 AM
5. Sports Equipment Rack
6. Coming Soon – The Union Expansion, Now Referred to as the Boneyard
7. Bottom of Speed Lake
8. Behind the White Chapel (Where Jack the Ripper totally didn’t kill anybody…)
9. Hallway Between Myers and Moench
10. Bathroom by the IM fields
11. The Bottom of Percopo Main Staircase
12. Skinner
13. Behind Deming
14. Under Myers Presentation Room
15. Hawthorn Park Bathrooms
16. The House In-between Circle K and Hatfield
17. Moench 3

Fact of the Week
It’s been raining a lot. Because of this, Rose will finally open up its underground tunnel system for uses other than bot fighting. Be prepared to show student I.D. at the entrances.

Another Bad Haiku

- In honor of National Space Day

Space Space Space Filler
Space Space Space Space Space Filler
Space Space Space Filler

Decent Bee of the Week
Loretta was once featured in Play Bee Magazine, before going on to do charity work for the SOS-Bees foundation.